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Over 600 works on paper by 110 Italian artists – mostly but not exclusively drawings – form the Ramo 
collection today. Their number, however, is truly guesswork: like any collection, this one is an organism in 
constant growth, nurtured by the passion of Giuseppe Rabolini, a protagonist of the best of “Made in Italy” 
(founder and former owner of Pomellato), who since 2013 – when he chose from a group of seven “suitors,” 
selling the firm to the Pinault-Kering group – has finally been able to focus full-time on this long-awaited 
project.
All on paper, all by Italian 20th-century artists, from Boccioni to Fontana to the masters of Arte Povera (“I 
wanted to demonstrate that our art from the last century is second to none”), the works are often unusual, 
blazing new trails. Some of them, like the ones shown in Rimini, have this virtue because they were made by 
isolated personalities; others are the work of artists (still) overlooked by the market; others still were delibe-
rately chosen from the less familiar zones in the careers of the artists.
Bucking trends has been a constant in the life of Giuseppe Rabolini: in the 1960s it helped him to open up 
a totally new path in the world of jewelry, inventing prêt-à-porter in a field that was still balanced between 
haute bijouterie, small craftsmen and industrial production. He invented “everyday jewelry” made of not 
extremely precious stones, and thus affordable for a larger public, and enhanced by the beauty of design: 
exactly what the new women wanted in those days.
How did that successful idea get started?
“I was inspired by an interview from 1963 in Vogue France, with Pierre Cardin. When the interviewer com-
mented, somewhat supercilious, that after having dressed celebrities and royalty, with prêt-à-porter he would 
make his creations available to a more modest social caste, he was unruffled and replied: ‘precisely… you 
understand perfectly.’ I wondered what this ‘prêt-à-porter’ was, and when I found out I thought that the same 
principle could be applied to jewelry, my family’s business. In those years of sweeping social and cultural 
transformations the image of women was changing, along with lifestyle and fashion. I also noticed that apart 
from the big international names, the very concept of the signature brand was missing in the field of jewelry. 
And since the logo of our workshop was a small horse’s head, I thought I would give my brand the name of 
a horse’s coat: ‘pomellato,’ dappled. I didn’t imagine that later I would become ‘Mr. Pomellato’ for everyo-
ne.”
When did you begin to want to have an art collection? And why just works on paper?
“From childhood, I realized I loved drawing, but I also understood that I didn’t have the talent to be a good 
artist. I knew how to draw a piece of jewelry, of course, but that was different from being a true artist. So I 
decided to purchase drawings by artists I admired, though in Italy that was a very neglected medium.”
What was the first drawing you acquired?
“It was by Lucio Fontana. Fontana usually traced rectangles – six of them, generally – on small sheets of 
paper, and then he would make a cut, or holes, or draw a Teatrino. Then, with a red ballpoint, he made a 
small sign on the rectangle he would make. For me these works were fascinating, because you can see his 
creative process in them. Later I purchased some works on paper by Licini, Melotti and others, but I would 
like to clarify the fact that I do not consider myself a true collector: what I desire is to own something that 
documents the moment in which the idea passes from the head to the hand of the artist. It is in that moment 
that the artist is ‘absolute,’ utterly free of constraints.”
Later you began to regularly buy works on paper, and you became a real collector. When did that 
happen?
“Only in the more recent years of my activity, because before I reinvested everything in the company. When 
I sold the company three years ago, I set aside part of the sum for art. At that point, however, I knew that I 
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Fontana’s “Teatrini” drawn with ballpoint pens
The drawing collection of Giuseppe Rabolini (the founder of Pomellato) began 
with imaginative pieces by Fontana
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would need the advice of a valid art historian, to give better structure to the collection and fill in its gaps. 
When I met Irina Zucca Alessandrelli I immediately asked her to take charge. She is the one who selects 
the most suitable works to complete the collection; then, obviously, we both take part in the final decision. I 
have also decided to rely on other professional figures, like the archivist, conservators, registrars. I like to do 
things in the most rigorous way possible.”
The set-up is almost like a museum: is it aimed at making a future donation to a public institution?
“No. Making a donation to a museum often ends up being a real trial. Instead, we are planning a major 
international traveling exhibition, which we will produce when the collection has become more complete. 
In the meantime, I have plenty of things to do: also in the name of my love of drawing, I have promoted the 
restoration now in progress of the preparatory cardboard of the School of Athens of Raphael, held at the Pi-
nacoteca Ambrosiana, while to respond to my long-term passion for the theater, I am producing a film based 
on the book The Manuscript Found in Saragossa by Jan Potocki (1805): a complex plot, between dream and 
reality, that fascinated me. I am very happy with the results.”
 
On view until 10 July at Castel Sismondo, Rimini, the exhibition “I Marziani” curated by Irina Zucca Ales-
sandrelli, which for the second edition of the Drawing Biennale presents 60 works on paper from the Ramo 
Collection of Milan, created by Giuseppe Rabolini over years of activity in the collecting of drawings. The 
singular title (The Martians) alludes to the fact that all the works are by personalities who were isolated from 
the mainstream of Italian art in the 20th century, away from schools or movements, used to following inde-
pendent, unusual and surprising paths: precisely what fascinates the collector, who is the founder and (until 
2013) the owner of the Pomellato brand. The exhibition includes works of great quality, crossing the 1900s, 
starting from Medardo Rosso: Adolfo Wildt, Cagnaccio di San Pietro, Tancredi, Munari, Gnoli, Carol Rama, 
Maria Lai, Baj, De Dominicis, Mondino, Baruchello, Agnetti and other great solitary figures.




